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Influence of Age and Fall Type on Head Injuries in Infants and Toddlers
Abstract

Age-based differences in fall type and neuroanatomy in infants and toddlers may affect clinical presentations
and injury patterns.
Objective

Our goal is to understand the influence of fall type and age on injuries to help guide clinical evaluation.
Design/Setting/Participants

Retrospectively, 285 children 0–48 months with accidental head injury from a fall and brain imaging between
2000 and 2006 were categorized by age (infan ≤ 1 year and toddler = 1–4 years) and fall type: low (≤3 ft),
intermediate (>3 andft), high height falls (≥10 ft) and stair falls.
Outcome Measures

Clinical manifestations were noted and head injuries separated into primary (bleeding) and secondary
(hypoxia, edema). The influence of age and fall type on head injuries sustained was evaluated.
Results

Injury patterns in children scores, infants sustained more skull fractures than toddlers (71% vs. 39%). Of
children with skull fractures, 11% had no evidence of scalp/facial soft tissue swelling. Of the patients with
primary intracranial injury, 30% had no skull fracture and 8% had neither skull fracture nor cranial soft tissue
injury. Low height falls resulted in primary intracranial injury without soft tissue or skull injury in infants (6%)
and toddlers (16%).
Conclusions

Within a given fall type, age-related differences in injuries exist between infants and toddlers. When
interpreting a fall history, clinicians must consider the fall type and influence of age on resulting injury. For
young children, intracranial injury is not always accompanied by external manifestations of their injury.
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Abstract
Age-based differences in fall type and neuroanatomy in infants and toddlers may affect clinical
presentations and injury patterns.
Objective—Our goal is to understand the influence of fall type and age on injuries to help guide
clinical evaluation.
Design/Setting/Participants—Retrospectively, 285 children 0–48 months with accidental
head injury from a fall and brain imaging between 2000–2006 were categorized by age (infant=<1
year and toddler=1–4 years) and fall type: low (≤3 ft), intermediate (>3 and <10 ft), high height
falls (≥10 ft) and stair falls.
Outcome Measures—Clinical manifestations were noted and head injuries separated into
primary (bleeding) and secondary (hypoxia, edema). The influence of age and fall type on head
injuries sustained was evaluated.
Results—Injury patterns in children <4 yrs varied with age. Despite similar injury severity
scores, infants sustained more skull fractures than toddlers (71% v. 39%). Of children with skull
fractures, 11% had no evidence of scalp/facial soft tissue swelling. Of the patients with primary
intracranial injury, 30% had no skull fracture and 8% had neither skull fracture nor cranial soft
tissue injury. Low height falls resulted in primary intracranial injury without soft tissue or skull
injury in infants (6%) and toddlers (16%).
Conclusions—Within a given fall type, age-related differences in injuries exist between infants
and toddlers. When interpreting a fall history, clinicians must consider the fall type and influence
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of age on resulting injury. For young children, intracranial injury is not always accompanied by
external manifestations of their injury.
Keywords
falls; brain injury; mechanism; age

Introduction
Pediatric head injury accounts for over 95,000 hospital admissions and 29,000 permanent
disabilities annually and is the most common cause of death among US children.1,2 While
falls are the most common environmental setting for closed head injuries treated in pediatric
observational units, a marked variability in injury mechanism and pattern by age has been
noted,3,4,5 particularly between infants and toddlers.1,5–7 Furthermore, the injury mechanism
has been shown to influence the resulting injury pattern for a given event.8,9 It is unclear,
however, whether injury patterns also vary by age within a given mechanism of injury.
Multiple investigators have studied the incidence of accidental trauma and resulting injuries
in children.8,10–12 Some have examined differences in head injury patterns by age and
mechanism but none have looked at the effect of both age and mechanism on the resulting
head injury pattern.
Between birth and four years of age, children undergo significant cranial changes including
rapid increase in brain size, development of neural function and suture ossification. These
changes may affect the type of head injuries sustained from accidental falls. In addition,
changes in child development may influence the fall types leading to head trauma.
Examining head injury mechanisms and patterns in more refined age groups may aid in
understanding age-dependent contributors to injury and injury mechanisms in unintentional
head trauma in infants and toddlers. Further data may help clinicians and researchers better
understand the expected range of injury from falls. We hypothesize that both age and fall
type influence the injury pattern in young children. The objectives of this study were to 1)
describe patterns of head injury in children <4 years of age with accidental trauma from a
fall; 2) identify age-dependent variations of injury patterns within fall types; and 3) identify
mechanism-dependent variations in injury patterns.

Materials and Methods
A retrospective cohort study of children 0–48 months of age admitted to a tertiary care
children’s hospital between 2000 and 2006 with unintentional head injury from a fall was
conducted. Patients were identified by reviewing the hospital’s trauma data base for external
cause of injury codes (E codes) for accidental falls (E880–888) and a diagnosis of head
trauma, and were included if they had head CT and/or MRI performed at the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia. E codes involving a fall onto an object (i.e. non-flat surface) were
excluded. Children with pre-existing neurological or hematological conditions, those cases
with E-codes indicative of child abuse (E967), and those where the hospital’s child
protection team evaluated the patient and documented concern for possible abuse were
excluded. All assigned E codes were verified by a review of the history provided in the
medical record. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia.
Demographics, injury mechanism and clinical data related to injury patterns were extracted
from medical records. Predictor variables included age and fall type. Children were
classified as infants (≤1 year) or toddlers (1–4 years). Falls were divided into low (≤3 ft),
intermediate (>3 ft, <10 ft), high height (≥10 ft) falls, and stair falls. The source of the fall
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was recorded. When fall height was not specified, fall height was estimated by the source of
the fall. Falls from a bed or couch were estimated as ≤3 ft, falls from a caretaker’s arms
were estimated as >3 ft and <10 ft, and falls from a 2nd story window were estimated as ≥10
ft. These height classifications were chosen to differentiate common household (low height),
transitional (intermediate) and multi-story falls (high height).
The following outcome variables were noted: 1) Clinical manifestations including loss of
consciousness (LOC); Glasgow Coma Score (GCS), and Injury Severity Score (ISS) (an
anatomically derived survey of injury, ranging 0–75, with higher scores indicating greater
injury). 2) Injury patterns including soft tissue injury to the scalp/face, skull fracture, and
intracranial injury. Intracranial injury was categorized as primary (epidural (EDH), subdural
(SDH), subarachnoid (SAH), intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), parenchymal hemorrhage
or contusion (IPH), and axonal injury (AI)), or secondary (cerebral edema, ischemia, infarct,
or loss of gray-white matter differentiation). Information about retinal hemorrhages was
recorded if available. The time elapsed to seeking medical care was also recorded. The
frequency of clinical manifestations and injury patterns were calculated and compared
across age and fall type.
Outcomes are expressed as either mean ± standard deviation or percent within a group. The
influence of age and fall type on injuries sustained was evaluated using a Chi-squared with a
Tukey-type multiple comparison test for post-hoc analysis and significance was determined
by a p value <0.05 (JMP, SAS Institute Inc.).

Results
Patient Characteristics
Of the 360 patients admitted to the hospital with head injury and an E-code for fall, 75 were
excluded for pre-existing conditions (n=28), E-code inaccuracy (n=15), suspicion of child
abuse (n=24), or inability to locate the medical record (n=8). Of the 285 children included in
the study, 157 were infants and 128 were toddlers. Average ages in the infant and toddler
groups were 4.2 ± 3.4 and 28.0 ± 10.3 months, respectively. The composition of groups did
not differ significantly by gender. The majority (94%) of children were seen within 24 hours
of their injury.
Fall Type by Age
Infants were significantly more likely to be admitted for a low height fall compared to
toddlers (n=67 infants, n=31 toddlers, p<0.01, Table 1). By comparison, high height falls
were more common in toddlers (n=2 infants, n=22 toddlers, p<0.001, Table 1). Both infants
and toddlers were hospitalized after stair falls. Because of the small number of children who
fell >10 ft, high height falls were excluded from analysis of injuries across age.
Injury Patterns by Fall Type and Age
Average ISS and admission GCS (13.9±2.85) did not differ by age or type of fall. For low
and intermediate height falls, skull fracture and scalp/facial soft tissue injury were observed
more frequently in infants compared to toddlers (p<0.05) (Tables 2A–2B). For infants, there
were no significant differences in injury patterns based on fall type (Table 2D). In toddlers,
however, only low height falls resulted in primary brain injury without external signs of
trauma. Additionally, multiple skull fractures in toddlers only occurred from high height
falls (Table 2E) Overall, less than half of the patients who fell sustained a primary
intracranial injury and less than 4% sustained a secondary intracranial injury, regardless of
age or fall height (Tables 2 & 3). There were 2 reported deaths from falls: a toddler who fell
15 ft from a 2nd story window onto a concrete walkway and presented with a frontal skull
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fracture, SDH, SAH and IPH; and an infant who fell down 11 steps and presented with
frontal and parietal skull fractures, cerebral edema, ischemia, SDH and IPH. Only 2 children
required inpatient rehabilitation after their fall.
Similar to other types of falls, infants who fell down stairs were more likely to present with
skull fracture compared to toddlers who fell down stairs(p<0.05) (Table 2C). However,
unlike non-stair falls, an age-dependence in primary intracranial injury was noted in stair
falls (59% of infants vs. 30% of toddlers (p<0.05)). In both infant and toddler stair falls the
frequency of clinical signs and injuries were similar to those in low and intermediate falls
(Tables 2D–E), with one exception: primary intracranial injury without external head injury
was more common in toddler low falls than in toddler stair falls (16% v. 0%, p<0.05).
Toddlers who fell from high heights more commonly sustained multiple skull fractures, but
were otherwise similar to those who fell down stairs (Table 2E).
Association of Intracranial Injury and External Signs of Trauma
The presence of external signs of trauma did not always correlate with the presence of
intracranial injury. Of the 57% of children with a skull fracture from a fall, 11.1% had no
soft tissue injury by CT or physical examination. Of the 46% of children with a primary
intracranial injury, 30% did not have a skull fracture and 8% had neither a skull fracture nor
cranial soft tissue injury.
Extracranial Injuries
Extracranial injuries were uncommon in infants and toddlers who fell from any height. Only
2 children (0.7%) had a long bone fracture, both of whom were toddlers. One child fell out
of a 2nd story window and the other fell down a flight of 14 stairs. Solid organ injury was
noted in less than 2% of infants and 6% of toddlers, with the exception of toddlers who fell
from high heights, in which the frequency of solid organ injury was significantly higher
(27%, p<0.02). Of the less than 20% of infants (n=24) and 10% of toddlers (n=8) who
received ophthalmic examinations, retinal hemorrhages were seen in 1 (4%) infants and 2
(25%) toddlers. The infant with retinal hemorrhages fell from a caregiver’s lap and was
found to have scattered white centered intraretinal hemorrhage in the left eye only, in
association with a large ipsilateral epidural hemorrhage that required surgical evacuation. Of
the toddlers with retinal hemorrhages, 1 died from a 15-ft fall onto concrete and the other
fell 8–10 ft from a deck. The toddler who died was described to have bilateral retinal
hemorrhages, although no formal opthalmic exam was performed. The toddler who fell 8–10
ft had bilateral intraretinal hemorrhage in the posterior pole and also had a SDH. The Child
Abuse and Neglect team at CHOP was consulted in all cases with retinal hemorrhages,
except for the case in which the child died before a consult was performed. In the 2 non-fatal
cases, the Child Abuse and Neglect Team performed a full evaluation for non-accidental
trauma including a skeletal survey which was negative. The Child Abuse and Neglect Team
determined that the injuries were consistent with the history of accidental trauma.

Discussion
With a large sample of young hospitalized children, our data suggest that in infants and
toddlers, head injuries from falls are both age and mechanism dependent. When we
evaluated falls across age groups, we found that both fall height and injuries differed
significantly between infants and toddlers. Specifically, hospitalized infants were more
likely to have fallen ≤3 ft while toddlers were more likely to have fallen >10 ft. Second, for
both falls from low (≤3ft) and intermediate (>3ft and <10 ft) heights, we found a higher
incidence of head soft tissue injury and skull fracture in infants compared to toddlers.
Conversely, toddlers were less likely to have evidence of impact. Interestingly, GCS and ISS
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were not different in the two age groups, and the overwhelming majority of all patients did
well clinically. Finally, we found that the incidence of primary brain injury did not differ
significantly between infants and toddlers at low or intermediate fall heights, but were more
common for infants who fell down stairs. The higher frequency of primary intracranial
injury from infant stair falls may reflect the complexity of these events, including falls from
a caregiver’s arms or crush by another individual.13
In our study, most hospitalizations were from falls <10 ft. While some authors have reported
that for falls <10 ft, fall height is an important predictor of the frequency and severity of
injury patterns,14,15 the data are limited. Interestingly, in our study, for falls <10 ft, fall
height did not correlate with any head injury patterns in infants and very few in toddlers.
With respect to these falls, our results support a previous prospective study of children <24
months in which the incidence of concussion, epidural hematoma, and linear skull fracture
were not dependent on fall height in hospitalized children.8 Our study in infants and toddlers
also reflects previous studies in older children and adolescents that found that both low and
intermediate height falls can cause intracranial injury.15,16 In our study, toddlers who fell
from high heights were more likely to have multiple skull fractures and solid organ injury
compared to falls from low and intermediate heights, suggesting that injury patterns may be
unique in falls >10 ft. Other researchers have suggested that high height falls are associated
with higher morbidity and mortality than lower height falls. For example, Lehman and
colleagues report a high incidence of morbidity in falls from 2nd story windows and
balconies with a 30% ICU admission rate.17 It is unclear whether these differences are due
to intracranial or multisystem injuries. Falls >15 ft are reported to result in a higher mortality
rate compared to lower falls18 as well as more orthopedic and thoracic injuries, but similar
incidences of intracranial injury.7 Similarly, our results suggest that falls from high heights
result in unique and serious injuries, but not necessarily more severe intracranial injuries.
We note that the mechanics of falls can be very complex in nature, with several variables
acting together (angle of fall, landing surfaces, landing positions, etc.). Although not
captured in our study (due to the lack of data in the medical records), we note that the fall
angle and landing position likely play a role in the injury patterns from falls, but more
detailed information about fall events is needed to evaluate the influence of these variables
on injury patterns.
Although ISS did not differ between infants and toddlers for both falls from low and
intermediate heights, we found a higher incidence of skull fracture and head soft tissue
injury in infants compared to toddlers, which has been reported by other investigators.6,19
This may reflect a more conservative approach to hospitalization of infants after head
trauma: despite the lack of severe injury, many infants are hospitalized for observation after
falls. In our study, hospitalization for toddlers more commonly occurred after an
intermediate to high height fall, likely because toddlers infrequently require evaluation after
benign, low height falls.
Historically, falls are considered blunt impact events that result in external signs of trauma
with or without intracranial injury. Our findings, however, suggest that a small but notable
percentage of children with skull fractures from falls have no scalp bruising or swelling
regardless of age or fall height. In addition, one third of our patients with a primary brain
injury from a fall had no skull fracture and 8% had no skull fracture or soft tissue swelling.
Thus our results suggest that young children can have primary intracranial injury from a fall
without external signs of impact. This is important because in evaluating an injured child
with a history of a fall, a perceived discrepancy between the type of injury and history
provided may raise a concern of child abuse. For example, physicians may look for evidence
of external trauma to corroborate a history of a fall with impact. The absence of external soft
tissue swelling may be interpreted as evidence that a skull fracture is non-acute and raise the
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suspicion of abuse. Alternately, the absence of any external sign of impact (i.e. no soft tissue
swelling and no skull fracture) in a child with intracranial injury may be deemed
inconsistent with injuries resulting from a fall. Our findings suggest that this is not true. We
recognize, however, that victims of abusive head trauma may present for medical care with
intracranial injury in the absence of external signs of trauma, and that non-contact
mechanisms of injury are commonly identified in victims of child abuse.23,24 Because we
have not compared abused and unintentionally injured children in this study, we can not
comment on the predictive value of identifying intracranial injury in the absence of external
signs of trauma. Therefore, it is important not to take this finding out of context, but to
recognize simply that contact injuries can sometimes result in intracranial injury in the
absence of obvious external cranial injuries. Finally, however, we believe this necessitates
consideration when evaluating injury mechanisms in infants and young children, and we
caution against assuming an inflicted mechanism simply because evidence of cranial impact
is absent. We note that this phenomenon may not just be limited to young children. However
our study focused on infants and toddlers, and further data is needed to support this
conclusion in a wider age range.
Our study has limitations associated with the patient population and reliability of details
reported in the history. By including only patients who had an MRI or CT scan and were
admitted to a tertiary care children’s hospital, our study is likely biased towards a younger or
more severely injured patient population. As such, the results may not be generalizable to all
accidental falls in young children and should be interpreted in the context of hospitalized
children for whom imaging was performed. Second, because of the retrospective nature of
our study, we relied on the data reported in medical records. Not all variables were well
documented and the variables that were documented rely on an accurate report of the details
of the event. Finally, our study excludes cases suspected of non-accidental trauma. It is
possible that cases of child abuse were misclassified and included as unintentional in this
study. Alternately, cases are sometimes determined to be suspicious for abuse because the
observed injuries are more severe than what might be expected in an accidental scenario,
causing patients with severe accidental injuries to be excluded. However, in this study less
than 7% of patients with an accidental fall E-code were excluded because of suspected abuse
so contributions from this limitation are likely minimal, but should still be noted.
Despite our limitations, the results of this study show that head injury patterns vary by age
and mechanism in a cohort of infants and toddlers with accidental head trauma from falls.
Although fall types differ between infants and toddlers, even within a given fall type, some
age-related differences in resulting injury exist. When interpreting a fall history, clinicians
must consider not only the mechanism of injury, but the influence of age on resulting injury.
For these young children, intracranial injury is not always accompanied by external
manifestations of their injury.
Therefore, when evaluating infants and toddlers for possible abuse, caution should be taken
when assessing the veracity of a caregiver’s history, based on injury pattern alone.
HIGHLIGHTS REVISED
1.

Head injury patterns vary by age and mechanism in infants and toddlers with
accidental head trauma from falls.

2.

The presence of intracranial injury cannot be predicted from altered mental
status or external signs of trauma.

3.

Intracranial injury is not always accompanied by external manifestations of their
injury.
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4.

For similar ISS and admission GCS, toddlers more commonly had altered
mental status than infants.

5.

In contrast, infants more commonly had skull fracture and scalp/facial soft tissue
injury than toddlers.
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Figure 1.

Incidences of injury types by age group in young children. STI=Scalp/facial Soft Tissue
Injury, PII=Primary Intracranial Injury, SII=Secondary Intracranial Injury. * indicate
significantly different groups (p<0.05)
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Table 1

Most frequent types of accidental falls in infants and toddlers. P-values note the comparison between the
number of infants and number of toddlers in a given fall mechanism category.
Fall Mechanism

# of children
Infants

Toddlers

p value

N=67

N=31

<0.001

Caretaker’s arms

9

1

Bed

18

5

Carrier

5

0

Chair

3

7

Accidental Falls ≤ 3 ft

Table

4

0

Bouncy chair

2

0

Couch

5

2

Stroller

4

2

Other

17

14

Accidental Falls ≥ 3 ft, <10 ft

N=51

N=45

Caretaker’s arms

34

7

Caretaker’s shoulders

1

4

Shopping cart

3

9

Banister

1

3

Playground equipment

0

3

Other

12

19

0.54

Accidental Falls ≥ 10 ft

2

22

<0.002

Accidental Falls, stairs

37

30

0.39
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Table 2

Frequency (%) of clinical signs and symptoms among low, intermediate, and high height and stair-related falls
in infants and toddlers.
2A. Low Height Falls
(≤ 3 ft)

0 to 12
mos (n=67)

12 to 48
mos (n=31)

Soft Tissue Injury (STI)

84

42

Skull Fracture (Fx)

73

23

Skull fx w/o STI

5

0

Multiple Skull Fx

8

0

No STI and No Skull Fx (no evidence of Impact)

12

58

Primary Intracranial Injury

55

42

Primary Intracranial Injury w/o Skull Fx

12

23

Primary Intracranial Injury with Skull fx

43

19

No STI, No Skull Fx w/Primary Brain Injury

6

16

Secondary Intracranial Injury

5

0

ISS
(range, median)

11.1 ± 0.8
(0–26, 9)

8.8 ± 1.2
(0–20, 9)

GCS
(range, median)

14.2 ± 2.3
(3–15, 15)

14.3 ± 2.4
(3–15, 15)

2B. Intermediate
Height Falls (>3 ft,
<10 ft)

0 to 12
mos (n=51)

12 to 48
mos (n=45)

Soft Tissue Injury (STI)

86

64

Skull Fracture (Fx)

69

49

Skull fx w/o STI

4

13

Multiple Skull Fx

10

0

No STI and No Skull Fx (no evidence of Impact)

8

22

Primary Intracranial Injury

49

36

Primary Intracranial Injury w/o Skull Fx

14

9

Primary Intracranial Injury with Skull fx

35

27

No STI, No Skull Fx w/ Primary Intracranial Injury

2

0

Secondary Intracranial Injury

2

2

ISS
(range, median)

10.2 ± 0.9
(0–25, 9)

9.8 ± 1.0
(0–30, 9)

GCS
(range, median)

14.5 ± 2.1
(3–15, 15)

14.2 ± 2.3
(3–15, 15)

2C. Stairs

0 to 12
mos (n=37)

12 to 48
mos (n=30)

Soft Tissue Injury (STI)

78

57

Skull Fracture (Fx)

73

33

Skull fx w/o STI

8

7

Multiple Skull Fx

8

0

No STI and No Skull Fx (no evidence of Impact)

14

37
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2C. Stairs

0 to 12
mos (n=37)

12 to 48
mos (n=30)

Primary Intracranial Injury

60

30

Primary Intracranial Injury w/o Skull Fx

3

7

Primary Intracranial Injury with Skull fx

57

23

No STI, No Skull Fx w/ Primary Intracranial Injury

0

0

Secondary Intracranial Injury

5

0

ISS
(range, median)

10.1 ± 1.1
(0–26, 9)

8.0 ± 1.3
(0–20, 5)

GCS
(range, median)

13.8 ± 2.8
(3–15, 15)

14.0 ± 2.4
(6–15, 15)

2D. Infant Falls

≤ 3 ft
(n=67)

> 3 ft, <10
ft (n=51)

Stairs
(n=37)

Soft Tissue Injury (STI)

84

86

78

Skull Fracture (Fx)

73

69

73

Skull fx w/o STI

5

4

8

Multiple Skull Fx

8

10

8

No STI and No Skull Fx (no evidence of Impact)

12

8

14

Primary Intracranial Injury

55

49

60

Primary Intracranial Injury w/o Skull Fx

12

14

3

Primary Intracranial Injury with Skull fx

43

35

57

No STI, No Skull Fx w/Primary Intracranial Injury

6

2

0

Secondary Intracranial Injury

5

2

5

ISS
(range, median)

11.1 ± 0.8
(0–26, 9)

10.2 ± 0.9
(0–25, 9)

10.1 ± 1.1
(0–26, 9)

GCS
(range, median)

14.2 ± 2.3
(3–15, 15)

14.5 ± 2.1
(3–15, 15)

13.8 ± 2.8
(3–15, 15)

2E. Toddler Falls

≤3 ft
(n=31)

> 3 ft, <10
ft (n=45)

>10 ft
(n=22)

Stairs
(n=30)

Soft Tissue Injury (STI)

42

64

68

57

Skull Fracture (Fx)

23

49

50

33

Skull fx w/o STI

0

13

9

7

Multiple Skull Fx

0

0

18

0

No STI and No Skull Fx (no evidence of Impact)

58

22

23

37*

Primary Intracranial Injury

42

36

31

30

Primary Intracranial Injury w/o Skull Fx

22.6

8.9

4.6

6.7

Primary Intracranial Injury with Skull fx

19

27

27

23

No STI, No Skull Fx w/Primary Intracranial Injury

16

0

0

0

Secondary Intracranial Injury

0

2

5

0

ISS
(range, median)

8.8 ± 1.2
(0–20, 9)

9.8 ± 1.0
(0–30, 9)

11.6 ± 1.5
(1–30, 8.5)

8.0 ± 1.3
(0–20, 5)

GCS
(range, median)

14.3 ± 2.4
(3–15, 15)

14.2 ± 2.3
(3–15, 15)

12.9 4.2
(3–15, 15)

14.0 ± 2.4
(6–15, 15)
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Shaded boxes indicate values that are significantly (p<0.05) higher than all the other values in the same row except the toddler stair fall indicated
with a *, which denotes a value that was not significantly different from the shaded box. ISS presented as mean ± S.E.M.
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Table 3

Classification of primary and secondary intracranial injuries in infants and toddlers.
Analysis Categories

Signs and Symptoms

Infants (%)

Toddlers (%)

16

21

(10)

(16)

Epidural Hematoma
47

19

(30)

(15)

Sudural Hematoma
Subarachnoid

24

4

Hemorrhage

(15)

(3)

Intraventricular

0

0

Hemorrhage

(0)

(0)

Primary Intracranial Injuries
Parenchymal

5

12

Contusion/laceration

(3)

(9)

Intraparenchymal

6

5

Hemorrhage

(4)

(4)

2

0

(1)

(0)

Loss of Grey/White

3

0

Matter Diff

(2)

(0)

4

0

(3)

(0)

2

2

(1)

(2)

Diffuse Axonal Injury

Secondary
Intracranial
Injuries

Ischemia/Infarct

Cerebral Edema
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